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Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, New Jersey workers and businesses alike have
faced mounting and unprecedented challenges. Public health precautions meant to contain the
spread of the outbreak, like necessary business closures and stay-at-home orders, have
disrupted the state’s economy, especially the service sector that relies on server-customer
interactions. Immigrant workers, who make up a disproportionate segment of the service sector
workforce, will likely be hit hardest by the COVID-19 pandemic. These same workers are
excluded from much of the relief provided by the federal government.
The industries most hurt by the necessary social distancing and public health directives include
restaurants, bars, hotels, entertainment, non-food retail, passenger transportation, and personal
care services. Taken together, these industries accounted for nearly 800,000 jobs in 2018,
representing almost a quarter of New Jersey’s private-sector employment at 22.9 percent.
These industries also accounted for $25.9 billion in annual payroll, or 11.4% of total private
sector income.
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The majority of these jobs are low-paid, with annual earnings significantly lower than the state
average. Due to decades of racial and ethnic discrimination, these industries are a key source
of employment for low-income workers, immigrants, and communities of color. Undocumented
immigrants, who make up 9.5 percent of New Jersey’s population, account for a
disproportionate 15.7 percent of the workforce in these service sector industries.

To contextualize the high percentage of immigrant workers in service sector industries, a 2017
report in the Journal on Migration and Human Security, finds:
“[The] de-unionization and erosion of labor markets preceded the arrival of immigrants.
The shift to non-union subcontracting is what led native workers to leave those jobs. The
industries then shifted to immigrant labor, but labor standards in the industries had
dramatically diminished. This deterioration of labor markets and working conditions,
however, cannot be understood as an inevitable product of market forces. Much of the
change has been shaped by a combination of firm management practices, outdated
employment laws, and the lack of effective labor standards enforcement.”
As the COVID-19 pandemic and resulting economic downturn rage on, it will be critical for New
Jersey policymakers to implement policies that improve working conditions across all sectors,
especially the industries that contain a larger share of the low-paid workforce. Past recessions
have worsened inequality as governments responded with austerity policies that cut taxes for
wealthy families and corporations and failed to support low- and middle-income families with
vital relief. This approach has led to major negative impacts on the health and general wellbeing of low-income and middle-class families, especially for immigrants. If the state’s policy
response doesn’t prioritize these families throughout its recovery, they are sure to fall even
further behind.
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